
AN IMPROVED HOIST. 

A hoisting apparatus adapted to raise m aterial from 
a mine shaft and for other purposes is shown in 
the accompanying illustration, and forms the subject 
of a patent bsued to Mr. Frank A. Robitaille, of 
Helena, Montana. Three of the side bars of the drum
supporting fraUle are held in position by keys, while 

ROBITAILLE'S HOIST. 

j'citutific !mtrl,au. 
a comfortable "last nap" may be taken while the I 
water is being heated for the coffee, or the room warm- ' 
ed. The invention has been patented by Mr. Henry 
W. Borchers, of Albina, Oregon. Upon the base plate 
is a post which may be adjusted as to its distance to or 
from the grate, and on this post an arm is adj usta bly 
held by means of a hollow hub and thumb screw, the 

outer end of the arm having 
a spring clasp adapted to em
brace the cylindrical body of 
a portable alarm clock. Ad
jacent to the clock, upon the 
base plate, i� a hollow column 
in which is an u pright �haft 
surrounded by a spiral spring, 
and having near its top a lock
ing disk having on one edge a 
toe adapted to abut against 
the upturned end of a curved 
locking spring, the other end 
of which is attached to the 
side of the upright column. 
An arm fWIll the locking disk 
projects l aterally through a 
horizontal slot in the wall of 
the column, the outer end of 
the arm havin� a clamp in 
which a match llIay be held 
as it is drawn over a scratch 
block. A sleeve in the side of 
the column nearest the clock 

AN IMPROVED CAN OPENER. 

The accompanying illustration represents a simple 
and effective implement for readily cutting the head of 
a sheet metal can nearly free from the side wall, pro
ducing a lid bnt slightly joined to the can by a nar
row strip of metal, and which can be readily opened or 
removed to afford access to the contents. It has been 
patented by Mr. Edward K. Boothby, of Portland, 
Me. Two limbs having handles are pivoted together, 

BOOTHBY'S CAN OPENER. 

the third side bar, in which is journaled one end of the supports a rock shaft, on the inner end of which is a lug and on one of the limbs, at a suitable distance from 
drum shaft, is pivoted in one of the standards of the adapted to depre�s the locking spring and release the the pivot center, are two laterally extending arms hav
frame, its other end being capable of a limited ver- toe of the locking disk, the outer end of the shaft be- ing pointed tongs adapted for insertion in the edge 
tical movement in the 9Pposite standard. In the ing slotted to receive a tongue on the outwardly pro-

I 
of the can top. On the other limb is a curved cutting 

lower part of the frame is a counters haft, on one jecting end of the alarm mechanism of the clock, which blade, at such distance from the pivotal puint that 
end of which is a driving pulley, receiving power from Illay be of any approved construction. The tongue and when the handle is swung around, it will describe a 
any convenient source, and near the other end of slotted connection of the alarm mechanism of the clock I circle near the edge of the can. The lim bs are pivoted 
the shaft i� a friction pulley adapted to bear upon the with the rock shaft of the lighter is effected by simply together by llIeans of a thumb screw, and have dif
face of a larger pulley directly above on the drum sliding the shafts together, when, the alarm being put ferent apertures whereby the pivotal point may be 
shaft. To one of the top side bars of the frame is in motion, the locking disk will be released, and the changed to accommodate the implement to larger o r  
p i  voted a vertical lever, the lower end o f  which has a arm carrying the match b e  made to swing around b y  the 

I 
smaller cans. This implement does not make the 

pivotal connection with the outer end of the pivoted tension of the coiled spring, as shown in dotted lines rough edge� produced by the ordinary can opener, but 
side bar in which one end of the drum shaft is jour- in the iliustration. When the lightel' is to be used rapidly effects a clean, smooth cut in the lid of a canof 
naled. sllch pivotal connnection being made through where there is no convenient place 
a slot in the side bar, so that when the lever is moved on which to rest the bed plate, a 
forward or backward the side bar, with one end of the stand is provided having an up
drum shaft, will be raised or lowered. To the under right rod adapted to engage an up
side of the top side bar, just above the large pulley on wardly projecting boss on the bed 
the drum shaft, is attached a curved brake shoe, by plate, the device being then firmly 
raising the pulley against which tbe rotation of the held at the proper lJeight by a 
shaft may be stopped entirely, or its speed regulated as thumb screw. 
desired. The upper end of the vertical lever is COIl- ••• 

n ected by a rod to a lever pivoted at the mouth of AN IMPROVED HAT HOLDER. 

the shaft, the latter lever having a suitable latch A device for supporting head 
adapted to engage a notch in a rack. 'l'he rope at- gear, such as hats and bonnets, 
tached to the drum in the drum-supporting frame whereby they will be firmly held 
passes over a pulley in the top of the frame at the without crushing or injury, while 
mouth of the shaft, and is then attached to a bucket traveling, etc., whether in a trunk, 
or cage. With this construction the operator at the box, or other receptacle, or placed 
mouth of the shaft can, by means of the hand lever, in a show window or on a counter 
throw the large pulley on one end of the drum shaft 

I 
for exhibition, '.s represented in the 

into close contact with the friction pulley on the power accompanying illustration, and is 
shaft, to wind the rope upon the drnm, or can, by mov- the invention of Mrs. D. M. Fuller, FULLER'S HAT HOLDER. 

ing the lever in the opposite direction, break such con- I of No. 104 Vanderbilt Avenue, 
tact, and allow the weight of the bucket as it descends Brooklyn, N. Y. The invention has been patented in any size. For further information relative to the in
to unwind the rope on the drum, the latter movement I the United Sates, Canada, England, and France. 'rhe vention address Messrs. Boothby & Co., Portland, Me. 
being also controlled by pushing the lever still further, various figures illustrate the ready adaptation of the 
to bring the large wheel into contact with the brake device to use in various positions and adjustment to 
shoe. hats of different sizes and kinds. The body of the de-

.. • • · .. 
vice consists of a pedestal having a disk-like cap cav-

A DEVICE FOR AUTOMATICALLY LIGHTING FIRES. ered with any soft material, such as velvet, felt, etc., 
The accompanying illustratioll represents a portable while in the enlarged lower end of the pedestal is a 

device, readily attachable to any small alarm clock, projecting pin or bolt, preferably adapted to receive a 
for antomatically lighting a fire in a stove or grate at nut and washer, for attaching the pedestal to the bot
any predetermined moment of time. The dotted lines tom wall of a receptacle. To hold a bonnet on this 
in the picture show the fire being started at twelve pedestal, as shown in Fig. 1, a spring wire clamp is em
minutes past five in the morning, thus indicating how ployed, one end of the wire of such clamp being con

BO�CRER'S AUTOMATIC FIRE LIGRTiR, 

nected with the pedestal just below its 
cap, while the end of the other arm of 
the clamp is covered with a cap of soft 
material. The clamp is formed of a 
single piece of wire, $0 bent as to pro· 
vide a catch facilitating the ready 
engagement or disengagement of the 
clamp. 

The manner of securing a gentle
llIan's high hat on the holder is 
shown in Fig. 3, spring arms being 
attached to the pedestal near its lower 
end by mealls of a thumb screw, and 
the outer ends of the arms being pro
vided with a pad of the proper shape 
to fit over and clasp the edges of the 
rim on both sides. In Fig. 2 is shown 
a hat held on the pedestal by means of 
a spring arm held in a bracket attached 
to a side support. It will be readily 
seen that the device may be expedi
tiously and conveniently applied to 
any receptacle, and is capable of 
adaptation to various positions and 
adjustment to hats of different sizes. 
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AN IMPRO VED LAWN MOWER. 

The illustration represents a machine patented by Mr . 
Louis Meyer, of Utica, N. Y., in which the cutter knives 
al'e of the usual twisted form, to give to their beveled 
cutting edges a shearing action when the cutter head 
blocks and attached knives are rotated by the gear
ing whose prime movers are the ground wheels. Fig. 
1 is a sectional view of one of the knife-supporting 
heads, and Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the ma�hine 
with the cover of the lIlultiplying gear case broken 
away, Fig. 3 showing the complete machine in per
spective. The trefoil form of the cutter head blocks, 

MEYER'S LAWN MOWER. 



�dtntifi' �mtti,an. 
sure through a main conduit, by a pump or other 
means, and at different points :tlon� the conduit pipe 
are outlet valves to which a hose or flexible tUbing 
may be attached. Upon the other end of the hose is 
attached an extended water conductor or pipe, having 
perforations in its lower semi·circumference, adapt
ing it as a sprinkler. An elongated cham ber, filled with 
any gas lighter than the air, is attached to the water 
conductor, to hold it, on the principle of a lJalloon. 
above the surface of the earth, while 
guy ropes from the conductor lead to 

ics. It is obvious that a court competent to deal with 
such questions must be a court composed of experts in 
that department of the law. Moreover, they should 
not have too much work to do, in order that they may 
give the necessary attention to each case. Although, 
counting the cases, the patent, trade mark, and copy
right cases which COIIle before the Supreme Court are 
not very numerous, yet it is believed that, considering 
the size of the records and the difficulties of the ques-

with their equally spaced and similarly shaped limbs, 
afford efficient means for the accurate and convenient 
ad.iustment of the knives, the grass roller being also 
adjustable and furnished with an adjustable cover to 
protect the roller from being impeded in its action, 
while a throat slot is provided in the cover to discharge 
grass accumulations through it. In the front of the 
machine, on the cross bar that retains the side pieces, 
is a protecting guard, preferably of rubber, whereby 
injurious contact with trees or shrubbery is avoided. 
There is no cutting action when the machine is moved 
backward, the cutter knives then being dormant, and 
injury to their cutting edges is avoided when the ma
chine is drawn by its handle from place to place. 

the drums of winches mounted on 
loaded wagons, by means of which the 
conductor may be anchored in any de
sired locality. When the device is in 
service, it is designed to produce an 
artificial rain-fall, the area of which is 
extended by moving the conductor by 
Illeans of draught animals attached to 
the wagons, and by connecting the 
hose to liifferent outlet valves along 
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AN IMPROVED SWITCH SIGNAL. 

the main conduit. 
• •• 

AN IMPROVED CHANNEL CLEANER. 

An apparatuB to be anchored in a 
channel where there are sand bars, to 
agitate the water and stir up the sand, 
so that the current may remove it., is 

EV ANS' CHANNEL CLEANER. 

The signal represented in the illustration is adapted 
to be located between the rails of the track, and is de
signed, when the switch is open, to be in an upright 
position. It is counterbalanced, AD that the train be
ing switched may readily pass over the track when the 
signal is displayect, while the signal will immediately 
return to its upright position after the train has passect. 
'fhe invention has been patented by Mr. William R. 
Thomas, of Watertown, Wis. 'fhe switch rails are 
moved in the orctinaryway by a switch rod, upon which 
is rigictly held an arm beveled at its outer end, where 
there is also a swell or projection on its under face. 
Near the switch roct, and beneath the track surface, is 
a box, having on one side a horizontal flanged table, 
and in this box is pivoted a signal, one end of which is 

shown in the accompanying illustration. A trunk or tions involved, they occupy a very large portion of the 
large tube, A, with perforations, a, along its bottom, time of that tribunal. It should not be troubled at all 
and with a flaring mouth, C, at its up-stream end for with such questions, except in so far as may be ueces

concentrating the current, is anchored sary to a proper superintendence of a court of patent 
in a channel where there are sand appeals. -American Law Review. 

THOMAS' AUTOMATIC SWITCH SIGNAL. 

weighted, while the other end presents a broad colored 
surface or may bear a flag. The entire signal is of such 
length that when brought to a horizontal position, it 
will extend from the outer end of the table to the op
posite end of the box. To open the main line the switch 
rod is moved so that the beveled end of the arm secured 
thereon strikes the weighted section of the signal above 
its pivot and gradually presses the signal down to hori· 
zontal position, holding it there until it is desired to 
close the main line and open the switch. As this is 
done, the arm on the switch rod being carried out of 
contact with the signal, the latter, by reason of its 
weighted end, automatically assumes a vertical posi
tion, rendering the display or upper section visible 
from up or down the track. 

• . ., 
AN IMPROVED IRRIGATING APPARATUS. 

The iilustration represents an apparatus patented 
by Mr. Edward C. Chapman, of Leadville, Col., de
signed to distribute water in fine streams or drops upon 
more or less elevated surfaces. The invention contem
plates the furnishing of water under adequate pres-

bars, the down-stream end of the trunk 
being closed with a perforated cap, B, 
the apertures having hinged valves 
which allow the water to pass out of 
t.he tube, but close when the flow of 
water is in the opposite direction. In 
the trunk is journaled a spiral screw, 
D, on the lower end of which is IIlount
ed a motor screw, E. The current of 
water passing through the trunk ro
tates the spirals and the motor screw, 
thus cOlllmunicating motion to the 
water outside of the trunk in the vi
cinity of its bottom perforations, loos
ening the sand and causing it to be 
carried along by the current. 

For further information relative to 
this invention address Mr. William 
Evans, the patentee, in care of Mr. 
Marcus Hamer, corner of Twentieth 
and Mechanic Sts, Galveston, Texas. 

- ----.•. ------ --
Dread ButterIng MachIne. 

One of the latest and most unique 
inventions is a machine for butter
ing bread. It is used in connection 

with a patent bread cutter, and is intended for use in 
prisons, workhouses, and other reformatory institu tions. 
There is a cylindrical shaperl brush which is fed with 
butter, and lays a thin layer on the bread as it comes 
from the cutter. The machine can be worked by hand, 
steam, or electricit.y, and has a capacity of cutting and 
buttering 750 loaves of bread an hour. The saving of 
butter and of bread and the decrease in the quantity 
of crumbs is said to be very large. 

. '., . 
Strong Oxygen Cylinders. 

A test of metallic cylinders for holding oxygen was 
lately made at Glasgow. The cylinders were of � inch 
steel, 6� ft. long, 57� in. diameter, weight 107 lb. 
They had been subjected twice to the ordinary test 
pressure of 3,600 lb. to the square inch, the practice 
being to make them more than twice as strong as the 
normal pressure to which they are regularly charged 
with the gas, namely, 1,800 lb. to the inch. The test 
in this instance was to try the strength of the cylinders 
in respect to indentation, breakage by falling, etc. 
Dropped from a height of 35 ft. upon iron blocks, the 
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cylinders were only slightly indented. 
Weights of 600 lb., dropped from a. 
height of 35 ft. in the center of the 
cyiinder, which was snpported at the 
ends, bent aud flattened the cylinder 
somewhat, but caused no leakage of 
the high pressure gas . 

••••• 
A Court of Patent Appeals. 

The bill which has been introduced 
in Congress t.o establish a court of pat
ent appeals seems to be a step in the 
right direction. Litigation growing 
out of patents for inventions is becom· 
ing very voluminous; and, what is 
more, the cases being generally suits 
in equity, reach the Supreme Court 
on voluminelus records, presenting 
questions for decision which depend 
largely upon the solution of disputed 
and complicated facts, which facts are 
again involved in questions of mechan-
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CHAPMAN'S IRRIGATING APPARATUS. 
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AN IMPROVED DUST GUARD AND VENTILATOR. 

The accompanying illustration represents an attach
ment for car windows designed to prevent smoke, dust, 
and cinders passing into the cars while being ventilat
ed, and also to prevent the passage of very strong cur
rents of air while the car is in motion and the window 
raised. The invention has been patented by Mr. Joseph 
B. Ballard, of Ballardsville, Miss. A frame is made 
to fit the window, extending as high as the bottom of 
the upper sash, or higher if necessary, the side pieces 
of the frame being adjusted between cleats of the 
window frame, and there being an inwardly project
ing strip on its upper edge extending close up to the 
upper sash, to prevent cinders from falling bet.ween 
the frame and the car window. The window portion 
of the frame is formed of a series of transparent slats, 
preferably of gla�s, as shown in the sectional view at 
the top, all of which exeept the end slats are pivotally 
supported in the upper and lower cross piece�. The 
pivotal slats are of such width that when turned edge· 
wise they permit of convenient attachment to an 
operating lever, as shown in the small sectional view. 
The pivot plates have extension or winged portions 
adapted to lap the sides of the slats, thereby making 
a strong connection with the glass, and the outer ends 
of the extensions of the lower ,et of plates have aper
tured ears pivotally connected with lugs projected in-

BALLARD'S DUST GUARD AND VENTILATOR FOR CAR 

WINDOWS. 

ward from a reciprocating operating lever. This lever 
is supported on an inwardly projecting plate secured 
on the cross piece of the frame, and is capable of being 
locked in any portion of its movement on the plate by 
a simple locking device. The entire construction is 
designed to be afforded at a small cost, and to be 
readily adjusted to car windows of the ordinary de
scription. 
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